
Scenario It’s late at night and you’re taking the trash out to the 

street when some bad guys try to ambush you. Your 

gun is in the garage and you have to get back inside 

to retrieve it.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1  Facing targets, holding trash bag in each hand.

Gun loaded to division capacity inside box.

PCC on table muzzle pointed to the right.

Description At the signal, drop the bags and retreat to the table 

to retrieve gun and engage targets.

Proceed to P2 and engage remaining targets.

All paper gets 2 shots each.

Scored shots 14   

Targets 5 x plain, 4 x NT, 1 x skunk, 1 x LHC                        

Props 2 x trash bags, red box

Setup notes

SO Notes
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Scenario Everything is shot through the tubes

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1   Facing up range

Gun loaded to division capacity.

Description At the signal, turn and step on bear trap. Then 

engage remaining targets through tubes of your 

choice.

All paper gets 2 shots each.  Steel must fall. Plates 

must fall off stand.

Scored shots 18

Targets 5 x plain, 3 x NT, 2 x center only                      

Props 2 x popper, 2 x 6” steel

Setup notes

SO Notes
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Scenario The neighborhood thugs start harassing you again 

and when you threaten to call the police they start 

shooting your house. Time to teach them a lesson.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1  Facing wall.

Gun loaded to division capacity.

Description At the signal open door and engage targets from 

doorway.

All paper gets 2 shots each.  Steel must fall.

Scored shots 16    

Targets 6 x plain, 4 x NT, 1 x head                         

Props Door, Swinger, Tee Shirt, falling man, up 

and down, large steel challenge plate

Setup notes

SO Notes
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